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Abst rac t - -A  full discretization scheme is studied for a parabolic equation on a strip which is 
infinite with respect o the space variable. A criterion is formulated and proven claiming that the 
discrete solution vanishes at infinity and at each time level if and only if it satisfies a well defined linear 
two-term recurrence with respect o the discrete space variable. The recurrence involves solution 
values of lower time levels. The linear relation may be used as a boundary condition. Thus, the 
problem is reduced to an equivalent one on a finite grid. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a full discretization scheme for parabolic equation 
0I)_10t r OrO r-~r , t>O, O<ro<r<~,_  
with initial value 
p(r, O) -- O, ro <_ r < cx), 
will be analyzed for t < T. The discrete analogue of the condition 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
lim p(r,t) -- 0, t > 0, (1.3) 
will be constructed. It will be shown that the discrete problem may be restricted to a finite grid. 
The results eem necessary when one has to solve equation (1.1) numerically on infinite interval 
[r0, cx~) with initial value (1.2) and a boundary condition at r = r0, t > 0 (at the left end of the 
interval) assuming that the solution vanishes at infinity, i.e., (1.3) holds. 
Differential problems of this type often arise. For example, the investigations in hydrocar- 
bon well testing theory lead to the model problem of ideal, radially symmetric flow of weakly 
compressible fluid in homogeneous medium [1]. It requires the numerical solution of the prob- 
lem (1.1)-(1.3) with an additional boundary condition prescribing the behavior of the solution at 
the bore. The latter is defined by the well production. For some specific choices of boundary con- 
ditions the solution exists in closed form [2]. It is, however, not an easy task to compute it even 
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in this case [3]. The considerations of the paper apply to the discretization ofproblem (1.1)-(1.3) 
independently of the additional boundary condition. 
The interval reduction problems for ordinary differential equations are well studied, see the 
survey [4] and the references there. A very few results have been obtained for partial differential 
equations. The earliest remark due to Abramov is published in [5], for early general considerations 
see [6]. Analogous problems for the discretization schemes, i.e., for difference quations were 
posed in [7]. In the latter, bounded solutions of a second-order scalar difference quation were 
characterized. We think that the basic idea and the results of this paper may be extended to a 
wider class of parabolic problems and also to some hyperbolic ones. 
2. THE DISCRETIZATION SCHEME AND ITS PROPERTIES 
We consider equation (1.1) in the half infinite strip ~2 = [0, T] x [r0, co). A grid with fixed 
stepsizes T and h with respect o time and space variables, respectively, will be chosen in l'~ 
W~.,h = {(jT, nh) : j = O, 1 , . . . , J ,  n = no, no+l , . . . ,  JT < T < (J + I)T, (n0-- 1)h < ro < noh}. 
With the notation u j := u(jr, nh) used for functions defined on wr,h we replace equation (1.1) 
with initial condition (1.2) by the system of difference quations 
uJ+l _ u{ = OAu{+, + (1 - O)AuL j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  J - 1, n = no + 1, no + 2 , . . . ,  (2.1) 
T 
with initial values 
unO = 0, n = no, no + 1, .. . , (2.2) 
where 8 is real, O E (0, 1] and the difference operator A operates on the functions defined on the 
grid Wr,h as follows: 
:=  ( i  + i /2n)  - + (1 - i /2n)  
h2 (2.3) 
Definition (2.3) is exactly the same as 
hu j := ~--h'l (n + 1/2) h(UJ+l - uJ)/h -h (n - 1/2) h(u j - uJn_i)/h (2.3') 
Thus, for functions u defined on ~ and belonging to the domain of definition of the operator 
L=(1 / r )~ r r °  (~7) ,  AuK approximates (Lu)(jT, nh) with accuracy O(h 2) using central differences 
with stepsize h/2. 
REMARK. It is worth to notice that the explicit scheme, i.e., 0 = 0 is excluded from consideration. 
Formulae (2.1) and (2.2) with 0 = 0 would yield u~ = 0 for all j = 1 , . . . ,  J ,  n > no. It means, 
that in contrast o the continuous problem, any boundary condition posed at ro would be able 
to change the initial zero state at most at n -- no. 
Let us introduce the vector notation Un := (u l , . . .  j T ,un) . Then, problem (2.1),(2.2) rewrites 
in vector form 
TUn = aS(O) 1 - -  ~ Un-1 - -  2Un + 1 + ~n Un+l , (2.4) 
T / (1-0)J(1_--~), when OE (0,1), 
q = h--~, T = - ] ( -1 ) ,  S(8) = L I, when 0 = 1. 
where 
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Here, I is the dth-order identity matrix and J(~) 
i.e., 
/i ° j (~)  = . . .  
Since S(O) is nonsingular, (2.4) may be rewritten 
is the jth-order lower Jordan canonical matrix, 
. . . . . .  I) T 
J. 
o 1 [ 
in the usual three-term recurrence form 
Un+, - AnU~ + B,  Un-I = O, (2.5) 
where 
An = anA, Bn = bnI, 
2n bn - 2n - 1 A 2I + !S -1(8)T .  (2.6) 
an= 2n+1'  2n+1'  q 
Matrix A is lower triangular and it has a unique eigenvalue 2 + 1/q8 of multiplicity J. The relations 
limn-~oo an = 1 and limn-.oo bn = 1 hold trivially. Further, we will need the representations 
• ( _ l )k  oo an = (2n) k , bn = 1 + 2 Z (-1)k k----0 k=l (2n)k' and bn - 1 -- 2(an - 1). (2.7) 
We also will make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA l. There exists a unique pair of matrices (X- ,  X +) such that 
(1) both matrices are solutions of quadratic matr/x equation 
X 2 - AX  + I = 0, (2.8) 
(2) any pair of eigenvalues (vi,#k), i ,k = 1,.. .  , J ,  vi = Ai(X-), #k = Ak(X +) satisfies the 
inequality 
o < I~'d < I~1.  (2.9) 
PROOF. Let Q be an arbitrary quadratic matrix having no eigenvalues on nonpositive real axis. 
A matrix C is called the square root of Q if C 2 = Q and Re A(C) > 0 holds for all eigenvalues 
of C. The matrix C is defined uniquely, therefore, notation C -- x/~ is correct. 
First, we check that the pair 
1 (A ± A~J-Z-~-~I) (2.10) X + = 
solves equation (2.8) and (2.9) holds. Indeed, matrix A 2 - 4I is lower triangular having real 
positive eigenvalues (4/qO) + (1/q282). Thus, ~ -4 I  is well defined and lower triangular. 
Moreover, 
1( 4 1 14 1) 
~'--~= ~ 4+7~+ q-T~e~- + q-~e: and 
, k - - ,=~ 4+~+q-~e~+ +q-~0~ " 
Both v and/~ are real and # > v > 0. 
For the verification of the uniqueness, the lower triangularity of A has to be taken into account 
exactly as it was proposed for defining the stable and unstable solutions of equation (2.8) in [4]. 
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3. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  THE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we deal with equation (2.5) having coefficients (2.6). The solutions which satisfy 
the condition 
lim Un = 0 (3.1) 
n--+OO 
will be characterized by relations that are valid for finite indices n >> no. A solution of (2.5) will 
be denoted by {Un}n>no. This notation makes accent on the fact that the solution is an infinite 
sequence. When a finite number of first terms is not important, we write simply {Un}. 
THEOREM. A solution {Un}n>no O[ equation (2.5) satisfies condition (3.1) if and only if there 
exists an index N (N >_ no) such that for any n >_ N the relation 
Un+l = CnUn (3 .2 )  
holds where C~, n >_ N axe lower triangular matrices uch that {Cn}~>N is the unique solution 
of problem 
Cn+ICn -- An+lCn -t- Bn+l = 0, (3.3) 
lim Cn = X- ,  (3.4) 
n--+OO 
and X-  is the matrix defined by Lemma 1 of Section 2. Matrices Cn have a unique eigenvalue 
of multiplicity J.
REMARK. The meaning of the theorem consists in the following. Relation (3.2) is a linear two- 
term recurrence, or in other words, a first-order linear difference quation. The theorem claims 
that it is equivalent to (3.1), i.e., (3.2) replaces (3.1) provided in (3.2) one fixes n -- N '  (N' 
is arbitrary, N ~ > N). Thus, (3.2) with n = N ~ represents a "traditional" boundary condition 
at a finite index. In contrast o a condition UN, = 0 used in Olver's algorithm, (3.2) is not 
an approximation of (3.1), but it is the exact equivalent of (3.1). The price for getting this 
equivalence is hidden in problem (3.3),(3.4). It is a recurrence of Riccati type with a given limit. 
In order to have CN,, one has to solve this problem. We return to this question at the very 
beginning of the proof and in the next section, too. 
PROOF. We begin the proof by showing the unique solvability of problem (3.3),(3.4). 
LEMMA 2. There exists a unique solution { Cn}n> N" of equation (3.3) satisfying condition (3.4). 
The matrices Cn are lower triangular and have a unique eigenvMue of multiplicity J.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let us denote Dn = Cn - X - .  With this new notation we must consider 
the following problem: 
Dn+IX- = RnDn - Dn+lDn + Gn, (3.5) 




R ,  = A~+I - X -  = X + 3 A, 
2n + 
1 [3I + (X - )2] ,  Gn = (A - An+a)X- + I - Bn+l = 2n +"------3 
if (2.8) is taken into account for X - .  Let us observe that limn-~¢¢ P~ = A - X -  = X + and 
limn-,ao Gn = 0. Now, due to relation (2.9), equation (3.5) becomes an equation studied in [8]. 
Theorem 2 in [8] states its unique solvability. N"  becomes well defined by that theorem. 
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This result does not reflect the special feature of problem (3.3),(3.4). In this problem, all 
data are lower triangular matrices. In terms of the original physical problem, a matrix Cn with 
nonzero elements above the diagonal would mean that the state of the system in a later moment 
has influence on the previous states. Thus, one expects C~ to be lower diagonal by physical 
reasoning. The unique solvability, however, ensures that Cn is lower triangular. Indeed, by 
checking the equation recursively, entry by entry of the matrix with the assumption that Cn are 
lower diagonal, one may verify that there exists a unique solution for each scalar equation. For 
the scalar equations, the same Theorem 2 [8] applies. In particular, for the diagonal entries C~ j, 
j = 1 , . . . , J ,  we have 
nTl'"n - -  an+l Gin j -t- bn ~- O, 
lim C~ j -- p. 
n- - *OO 
The coefficients are independent of j, therefore, so are solutions {CJJ}, too. 
For examination of the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.2) with Cn defined by (3.3) and (3.4), let 
us introduce 
Zn = Un+l - CnUn, n > N" .  (3.7) 
Substituting into (2.5) and making use of (3.3), we immediately obtain that Zn must satisfy 
z .+ l  = - Cn)Z , .  (3.8) 
Note that limn--.oo(An - Cn) = R = X +. 
Let {Un} be a solution of (2.5) and let (3.1) hold. Then, by definition (3.7), l im~_~ Zn = O. 
We recall again the results from [8]. Due to Corollary 1 [8], equation (3.8) has no solutions 
tending to zero with the exception of the trivial one, Z~ --_ 0, i.e., (3.2) holds. 
On the other hand, let Zn =- O, i.e., let (3.2) hold. One has lim~_~ Cn = X-  and therefore, 
all solutions {Un} of (3.2) tend to zero when n-~co. This completes the proof of the theorem. |
REMARK. It is well known that both the accuracy and the convergence, aswell as the stability of 
the discretization schemes, depend on the discretization parameters 0 and q when the continuous 
problem is set originally for a finite strip. In the analysis of these problems, as typical, neither 
of the discretized boundary conditions contains the parameters. In our considerations, the pa- 
rameters are involved into the right boundary condition by construction, see equation (3.3) and 
formulae (2.6) for the definition of the coefficients. This fact complicates the study of the accuracy 
and convergence of the discretized problem. (We left the left boundary condition arbitrary.) 
4. APPROXIMATIONS OF  THE BOUNDARY CONDIT ION 
Although problem (3.3),(3.4) was shown to have a unique solution, it cannot be obtained in 
closed form and therefore, the coefficient Cn in the exact condition (3.2) at some n = N I cannot 
be computed. Due to (2.7), however, coefficients in (3.3) have representations a asymptotic 
(convergent) series and results of [8] may be applied again. If Corollary 2 [8] is applied directly, 
one obtains immediately that 
Cn "~ , when n --* ¢c. (4.1) n k 
k=O 
Here, matrix coefficients C (k), k = 1, 2, . . . ,  can be obtained by formal substitution of (2.6), (2.7), 
and (4.1) into equation (3.5). As a result, the coefficients are defined recursively by solving 
systems of only linear equations of the form 
C(k)X - - X+C (k) = F (k), (4.2) 
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with F (k) obtained recursively, while C (°) = X-  by (3.4). We notice that the coefficients C(k) 
are lower triangular due to their construction. For example, the equation defining C (1) is the 
following: 
1 [3I + (X - )  2] C(1)X-  _ X+C(1) = ~ 
In order to obtain the equations (4.2) for coefficients C(k), one has to transform the negative 
powers of n + 1 into combinations of those of n and to form the right-hand sides of linear 
systems (4.2) recursively. In order to avoid complications one would suggest o do both jobs 
by symbolic computations. The matrix of the linear system (4.2) to be solved for each C (k) is 
independent of k. Since the right-hand sides are constructed recursively using the previous result, 
the computation ofthe inverse matrix seems reasonable. We note that this matrix X-®I - I®X + 
in (4.2) is also lower triangular and it has a unique eigenvalue A = v - # = -v /4 /qO + 1/q2O 2. 
The result of the above considerations is an asymptotic series expansion with easily computable 
terms. Its partial sums may be used in the approximation of the boundary condition. For any 
truncation, the approximation error may be estimated in advance and it indicates the proper 
n -- N ~ where the boundary condition should be taken provided the accuracy is prescribed. This 
a priori estimate may be preferred to Olver's practical estimate. On the other hand, in spite of 
the fact that series (2.7) are convergent, one cannot claim the convergence of the sum in (4.1) if [8] 
is recalled, only. In [8], the coefficients of Riccati difference quations had asymptotic series with 
respect o nonpositive powers of n, only. Even if this assumption is replaced by the assumption 
that the series are convergent, one cannot claim the convergence of series representing a formal 
solution, in general. Thus, in our case it remains an open question whether the formal asymptotic 
series in (4.1) is a convergent one or not. If the convergence takes place and a partial sum is 
chosen for the approximation, then the error estimation may be simpler. One must add that the 
discretization parameters O and q have an effect on the conditioning of systems (4.2) and they 
appear in the approximation error, too. 
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